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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SLACK LAUNCH OF ATTENDANCE TAKING API
Attendance has never been made easier.
Athens, GA - The MarkMe API offers Slack users the ability to take
attendance efficiently with the click of a button.
Slack brings the workplace together with one simple solution.
Unfortunately, lots of the apps connected to Slack clutter the platform,
causing users to get overwhelmed or miss critical information. After
trying unsuccessfully to find a worthwhile app to simplify the attendance
process, we decided to create our own.
MarkMe is a popup message that is sent out by the instructor. It will open
on the screens of channel members when Slack is open. The students in
the slack channel will be able to select whether or not you're there, with a
geotagging feature to ensure the validity of responses. The instructor
can close the popup message at their discretion, and MarkMe will keep a
log of the answers that are available to download.
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"As Slack users continue to grow and our world moves to online, it's
imperative that workplaces and classrooms are able to accurately keep
track of the people attending meetings, lectures, etc.," said
spokesperson, Riley Parks.
This application can be downloaded in the App Store, and you can add it
directly to your workspace.
Slack enthusiast, Allison Cash, says, “Existing tools for taking attendance
are often slow and frustrating. This allows us to have an easy integrated
way to take attendance and leaves more time to work with students.”
For more information on MarkMe, visit slack.com/markme.

FAQ'S
What is an API?
An API stands for Application Programming Interface,
and it integrates and builds application software. It lets
products communicate with other products.
What will MarkMe do?
MarkMe send out an attendance message that is sent
into channels. It takes a log of the data, including the
date, time and location of the respondent.
What is the cost of the app?
Free
What devices can I use this app on?
You can use this app on any device that uses Slack.
Who is this app for?
This app would be best utilized in the classroom and
the workplace.

